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Outline of our Chapter
• Branding Montreal, Universities and ForeignStudents
• Defining Welcoming community
• On the situation and experiences of foreign students in Quebec and 

Montreal
• What about the experience of students and communities in welcoming and 

including?

• Discussion
• Universities and Cities
• Should I stay or should go…
• Towards Hospitality…and not just resilience
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FS in Montreal and Quebec. Some numbers

• Top countries (MIFI, 2019): India (22%), France (18%), China (11%), 
Algeria/Morocco/Iran (4% each), USA, (3%)
• France is the dominant country (+30% of total number of IS)
• From 2005 to 2019, FS from France have increased from 3 895 to 9 905 

(per year)
• FS in Universities (51%) and CÉGEPS/Colleages (29%)
• Impressive growth of FS in colleages (+ 29% in 2019)
• 71% of IS are studying in Montreal (MIFI, 2019)
• The big four: McGill, U de Montréal, Concordia, UQAM



« Les deux solitudes »?

• Montréal has some 11 university institutions and more than three
hundred (320,000) university students (Montréal International, 2020)
• In Montreal, it is mainly English-speaking universities that are 

characterized by national and international mobility (almost three
times higher than French-speaking universities), while French-
speaking universities see greater intra-provincial mobility (about 4.5 
times higher). 
• Moreover about national language, international students in 

Montreal are not particularly bilingual, speaking either French or 
English.
• But…an increased diversity of FS (eg. Venezuela, Brazil)



Montreal as a Welcoming Community for IS

• Broad litterature on the concept of welcoming community
• We focused on the notion of « espaces de frottements » in the 

welcoming and installation of IS in Montreal
• Keeping in mind : l’accueil et l’établissement des étudiants étrangers 

tout en gardant à l’esprit que les qualités d’accueil d’un (mi)lieu 
répondent à une dynamique bidirectionnelle entre l’(im)migrant et 
son (mi)lieu de vie.
• Three key « espaces de frottement »
• Urban spaces
• Mobilization and responsabilities of key actors
• Participation and visibility of IS



Methodology

• Participatory observation on la « Table de concertation du quartier 
Peter-McGill » on immigration.
• 32 semi-structured interviews with:
• 15 key stakeholders in Montréal: muncipality, universities, 

community organizations, para-public agencies.
• 17 with FS living in downtown Montreal:
• 11 IS in anglophones universities
• 6 IS in francophones universities



Key Results

• Incoherence between the « mise en scène des universités » and 
realities of FS navigating the city (eg. Food, housing, employment, 
identity and language) 

• Collaboration between key stakeholders is deficient: ne pas bien 
évaluer la place des étudiants étrangers dans un schéma plus 
globale de l’accueil et de l’inclusion (eg. Employment, immigration, 
integration)

• Precarious trajectories: feelings of invisibility in the city (eg. 
socioeco. conditions, participation)



Discussion

• Universities and Cities: beyond the symbolic branding strategy
• Role of universities?: knowledge exchange/participation and community

engagement (Broadhead 2020)

• Should I stay or should I go…retention is an important challenge
• Decontructing the international student
• Towards hospitality…and not just resilience… towards cohabitation 

and sharing the spatial proximity in a temporal convergence 
(Donatelle De Cesare, Resident Foreigners. A Philosophy of 
Migration, 2020: p. 4). 


